
#Egunje funny to use this word to describe an act as I don't know the ethnic origin of 

the word but the implication is what I know. I remember a story shared in a vehicle 

about a man. This young man wished to study medicine but wasn't good enough to 

meet the prerequisite. He tried within his power but couldn't make it on his own. He 

decided to contract the services of a smart young man like him to sit for his exams. 

He passed and got admission into the University to study Medicine and surgery. 

Fortunately, he got admissions into same school as the smart young guy that sat for 

his entrance exams. The smart boy was concerned about the #Egunje he was 

getting from the other guy and was always helping with assignment, exams and even 

practicals. The dull one so fortunate was from a rich home so no matter the #Egunje 

asked by either lecturers or the smart guy, he could pay. He kept it up till the final 

year of Medicine and graduated with MBBS degree alongside the smart guy. The 

smart guy got recognised by the University authority and was given a scholarship to 

study abroad on advanced Medicine and expert surgery while the 'dull guy turned 

doctor' was out looking for a job. He eventually got a job at a private Hospital. 

Months passed and a man was brought to the Hospital where the dull guy was 

working. The laboratory scientist discovered that the man had a failing kidney thus, 

an operation was the only option. The dull doctor was called to perform the operation 

as he was the only doctor on duty. He fumbled with identifying the instruments 

needed for the operation and was just hissing all over the theatre, wishing his smart 

friend was around. He went ahead with the operations but unfortunately, wasn't 

successful. The smart guy was already breaking and creating records overseas as 

one of the best surgeons and news got to him about his fathers' death, what caused 

his death and how he died. He hurriedly flew to Nigeria to examine his late Dad 

corpse. He was taken to the Hospital were he was deposited and he demanded to 

examine the corpse personally. He discovered that the Doctor that carried out the 

operation left a scissor and a forcep in his dad stomach. Also, the operation was 

done unprofessionally. He was mad and demanded to see the Doctor that carried 

out the operation. Behold, his long time friend; the guy he helped got admission into 

the university to study medicine, the same guy he was taking #Egunje from to do 

assignments, exams and even practicals. The same guy he helped to get an MBBS 

degree. He cried and wanted to rip him apart but it was too late. The deed has been 

done, onlookers were consoling him but never knew the real reason behind his tears. 

The #Egunje he has been collecting has taken one of his own in another form. 

The spirit of #Egunje is like a ball thrown against a wall, it will definitely come back at 

us. Desist and discourage the act of #Egunje, people's lives may be at risk just like 

the story. 

Long live public integrity. 
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